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F is for …
•  Function
•  On beyond Totem, key to all programming

•  Floating Point
•  Decimal numbers aka Python float

•  File
•  Sequence of stored bits

•  FAQ
•   Frequently Asked Questions
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PFThursday
•  Finish Sequence (String, List); Selection: if/else/elif
•  Selecting code based on a condition
•  Code determined by runtime condition: based 

on values of variables, user input, …

•  Selection used in APT1? In Totem?
•  What’s due today and how to ensure done !
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PFThursday
•  Sequences with loops
•  Beyond Strings to Lists and Files and …

•  Adding to toolkit of Python control-flow
•  From selection to repetition

•  Turtle programming in Python
•  Extending Elementary Excursions to the object-

oriented modern world of programming
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Anatomy of Python String
•  String is a sequence of characters 
•  Strings cannot be changed: immutable
•  Strings parameters to built-in functions: len 
•  Operators can be applied: [n] and [m:n] 

•  Methods/functions applied ON strings
•  "HELLO".lower() 
•  "the duke way".split() 
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Split and List Preview
•  Lists can be heterogenous sequence
•  Strings, ints, lists, anything
•  Contrast String: sequence of characters

•  Lists can grow: read from file for example
•  Contrast String: immutable/cannot change

•  “one fish two fish”.split() is a list
•  How many elements? See Lab this week!
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if, else, elif, oh my!
•  Leap years, ugh, but … https://goo.gl/CpGcze 
•  Show how statement order matters, trace it!
•  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leap_year 
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def is_leap_one(year): 
    if year % 400 == 0: 
       return True 

    if year % 100 == 0: 
        return False 
    if year % 4 == 0: 
        return True      
    return False 

def is_leap_two(year): 
    if year % 4 == 0: 
       return True 

    if year % 100 == 0: 
        return False 
    if year % 400 == 0: 
        return True      
    return False 
 



Wikipedia Leap Algorithm
•  See algorithm section
•  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leap_year 
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def is_leap(year): 
    if year % 4 != 0: 
       return False       # not leap 

    elif year % 100 != 0:  # 1968  
        return True 
    elif year % 400 != 0:  
        return False       #1968 
    else 
     return True           #2000 



Flowchart: if vs if…elif...else
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Flowchart: if vs if…elif...else
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def check(a): 
    ret = ’small’ 
    if a > 100: 
        ret = ‘big’ 
    if a > 10: 
        ret = ‘medium’ 
    return ret 

def check(a): 
    ret = ’’ 
    if a > 100: 
        ret = ‘big’ 
    elif a > 10: 
        ret = ‘medium’ 
    else: 
        ret = ’small’ 
    return ret 
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Slicing WOTO

http://bit.ly/101spring18-jan25-2 

•  Correctness counts! Leftovers served today
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Craig Gentry
Duke '95, Harvard Law, Stanford 
Compsci PhD
ACM 2010 Hopper Award for…

"Fully homomorphic encryption 
is a bit like enabling a layperson 
to perform flawless 
neurosurgery while blindfolded,  
and without later remembering the episode. We 
believe this breakthrough will enable businesses to 
make more informed decisions, based on more 
studied analysis, without compromising privacy."  

IBM VP, Software Research  



Examples of Processing Data
•  First day of class: count letters in Quran, Bible, …
•  https://trinket.io/python3/cdbdde4bbb

•  Can also review using Feb1.zip in code directory
•  https://www2.cs.duke.edu/courses/spring18/

compsci101/code/ 

•  But first: Google Ngram viewer
•  https://books.google.com/ngrams 
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Sequences, Repetition
•  Parameters? What are they to this query?
•  https://books.google.com/ngrams/graph?

content=terrorism%2Cpatriot&year_start=1800
&year_end=2000&corpus=15&smoothing=3 
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Boolean Aside
•  If we search in Ngram viewer for
•  War, peace, harmony
•  War and peace, peace and harmony

•  How many phrases in each query? What is “war 
and peace” as a query?
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Python Loops
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•  Let’s look at Python Module LetterCount.py
•  Similar https://trinket.io/python3/cdbdde4bbb 



wotototototototot

http://bit.ly/101spring18-feb1-1 

•  What takes more time, getting the file or counting 
the letters? How would we tell?

•  Modify by using time.process_time()
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Anatomy of for loop
•  for variable in sequence: block 
•  What type(s) can sequence be? W
•  Why likely we will reference variable in block? 

•  What does for loop keep track of?
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Looping over Sequences
•  Let’s explore this: “Dk Cmptr Scnc s s mch fn!”
•  How do we create this sentence?
•  Input is sentence. Output has vowels removed

•  Think about doing this with paper/pencil
•  What do we do with “tomorrow is Friday”?

•  How do we translate ideas into code?
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Designing Solution
•  In programming functions should do one thing
•  Easier to make changes if only do one thing
•  Easier to debug if only do one thing

•  We have to process a sentence, word at a time
•  We have to process a word, one letter at a time

•  Let’s use two functions for this. What are names?
•  Does naming matter?
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Implementing Solution
•  Which function do we implement first?
•  Change sentence?
•  Change word?
•  Reasons to prefer one to the other?

•  How do we verify that our function is correct?
•  Reproducible testing not in Compsci 101
•  Testing is really, really important
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From Idea to code
•  Wtht vwls cn y stll rd this sntnc?
•  Accumulator idiom: change variable in a loop
•  Variable accumulates new value based on old
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def noVowels(word): 
    ret = "" 
    for ch in word: 
        if “aeiou”.count(ch) == 0: 
            ret = ret + ch 
    return ret 



Changing One Word
•  https://goo.gl/bqPoNT

•  What values does loop-variable take on?
•  How does loop work? Each time it “fires”?

•  Accumulator idiom:
•  Initialize before loop
•  Update inside loop
•  Return value after loop
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Refactoring, Finalizing
•  https://goo.gl/MS5JEu
•  Let’s look at all the pieces in action
•  Examine loop and accumulators carefully

•  Final additions/changes to program
•  What about the leading space? Removing?
•  What function names should change?
•  How do we do that in Eclipse?
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How was this created?
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Revolution in Education?
•  Late 60’s, robotic turtle programmed in schools
•  Was it a success?
•  It Depends?
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Python Turtles
•  https://docs.python.org/3.3/library/turtle.html?

highlight=turtle

•  What’s wrong with the first part of this?
•  Rosalind Franklin meets Cynthia Solomon
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Turtle Programming
•  Must import turtle module
•  Must create window/Screen and exit on click
•  Must create turtles to use, name/type/value
•  Review Turtle commands and concepts

•  See Snowpeople.py and Spiro.py for some ideas
•  Color, Position, Leaving Turtle where started
•  Many more commands than this 
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Turtle Concepts
•  http://bit.ly/turtle_tutorial for more, and book
•  What are key concepts in Spiro.py?
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Run Turtle, Run
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Repetition with Turtles
•  Sometimes rather than looping over a sequence o 

values you want to repeat # times
•  Do this 4 times
•  Do that 250 times

•  The Python range function helps
•  The function call range(x,y) starts at x and goes 

up to but doesn't include y.
•  Sequence that provides access to int values
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Turtle Concepts
•  Create a screen so you can ..
•  Exit On Click
•  Some other Screen Functions

•  Create a turtle so you can …
•  Move and draw using the turtle

•  Drawing Concepts
•  Pen [up and down] Fill 
•  Color
•  Position
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What's next in 101?
•  APT Quiz, what's the goal?
•  Evidence of mastery, not new concepts
•  Alternative to paper and pencil exam

•  Next set of APTs will use loops
•  Concepts for midterm, not for APT quiz

•  Next assignment will use Turtles
•  Understanding functions and APIs
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